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Status
Open

Subject
feature_forum_parse doesn't seem to affect anything

Version
15.x

Category
Support request

Feature
Forum

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
signal3

Lastmod by
signal3

Rating
(0)

Description
I must be missing something... yes?

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
5980

Created
Tuesday 07 June, 2016 15:34:30 GMT-0000
by signal3

LastModif
Tuesday 07 June, 2016 15:34:30 GMT-0000
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Comments

signal3 07 Jun 16 17:45 GMT-0000

seems I can work around this w/ something like:

Of course such a simple patch will probably not interact well w/ comments outside forums.... but since
time is short I'll choose my poison here. Tiki devs may want to put some extra time in to "get it
right(tm)" across the board.

signal3 07 Jun 16 20:49 GMT-0000

I've investigated further since using $comment.data in the template probably exposes security issues
w.r.t. x-site script attack and rendering unpurified html etc and have found that line 2033 in
commentslib.php is the more deeply rooted culprit and should probably be changed from the existing:

if (($prefs['feature_forum_parse'] == 'y' && $section == 'forums') || $prefs['section_comments_parse']
== 'y') {

to something more like:

if (($prefs['feature_forum_parse'] == 'y' && $section == 'forums') || ($prefs['section_comments_parse']
== 'y' && $section != 'forums')) {

signal3 07 Jun 16 20:53 GMT-0000

Lol, of course the tiki markup in comments has screwed up my prior comment illustrating exactly why I
don't want tiki markup in comments... oh what perfect irony!

LMFAO

Jonny Bradley 08 Jun 16 09:43 GMT-0000

Excuse me editing you, but i added ~np~ tags around the code, or you could have used CODE plugins

Sorry, no time to look at this now, if your patch works please commit it in trunk just to test it and then
backport it to the stable branch if it checks out. Pop along to IRC to get commit access if you don't
have it already, thanks! 

&#xf0ea

templates$ diff comment-body.tpl* 75d74 < {if $prefs.feature_forum_parse eq 'y'} 77,79d75 <
{else} < {$comment.data} < {/if}

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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signal3 10 Jun 16 04:18 GMT-0000

Thanks, no worries! I also had tried to edit my own comment to add ~np~ tags but made the
unfortunate mistake of attempting to preview said edit Maybe I'll file another wish regarding
*that* too.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

tiki-view_forum.tpl.patch 08 Jun 16 03:50
GMT-0000

0 of course, fixing this
begets things like this
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